
Deep Learning
Week [8]: [MDPs/Q-Learning]



Logistics

● Assignment #4 Feedback Form due Friday
○ Will release this evening



Limitations of Supervised Learning
Can a regression/classification algorithm learn to perform these tasks successfully?

Robot learning to pick up blocks Waymo self-driving car 



Using Reinforcement Learning to play games 

INSERT 
GAME # 1 
IMAGE 
HERE 

INSERT 
GAME # 3 
IMAGE 
HERE 



Supervised Learning

- Learns from a labeled 
dataset

- Classification 
Regression

Unsupervised Learning

- Find patterns in 
unlabeled data

- Clustering
Generative Models

Reinforcement Learning

- Agent interacts with 
an environment and 
learns to maximize a 
reward

- Game Playing
Robot Navigation



Pacman Example

Objective of Game: Eat the 
most pellets  

Want to maximize reward 
(pellets)

Not differentiable!



Agent and Environment

Agent:

- Perceives environment.
- Makes decisions.
- Aims to maximize reward.

Environment:
- The external context in which an 

agent operates and interacts with
- Provides feedback to agent



Markov Process
Probabilistic events in which state at time             solely depends on state at 
time    



Markov Decision Process (MDP)
Framework for modeling decision-making in situations where outcomes are partly 
random and partly under the control of a decision maker 



State Space 



Action Space 



Transition Function
Distribution of Actions given state

Probability distribution of
the next state given the current 
state and action



Reward Function 

Action Reward

Up -5

Right 10



Discount Factor

now versus    later 



Markov Decision Process (MDP)



Discussion: Identify the agent, environment and reward in each game.

Super Smash Bros ChessTetris



Markov Decision Process (MDP)

Framework for modeling agent in environment

How can we find a policy to 
maximize reward?



Policy



Policy



Discounting Example
Kilian gets reward r for finding the coin



0

Discounting Example
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Discounting Example
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Discounting Example
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Discounting Example



0

Discounting Example



Policy



Pacman Example

Discussion: Identify the state 
space S and action space A 
of Pacman

Move Probability

Left .85

Right .00

Up .15

Down .00

Is the policy below good (based on our 
current location)?
What would a good policy look like?



Value Function



Value Function



Action-Value (Q) Function



Action-Value (Q) Function



Action-Value (Q) Function



Q-Table



● 9 states and 4 actions
● Initialize valid (s,a) tuples to 0s 

Q-Table Example 
Up Down Right Left

Bottom Left 0 - 0 -

Bottom Middle 0 - 0 0

Bottom Right 0 - - 0

Mid Left 0 0 0 -

Mid Middle 0 0 0 0

Mid Right 0 0 - 0

Top Left - 0 0 -

Top Middle - 0 0 0

Top Right - 0 - 0



Bellman Equation



Bellman Error



Q-Learning Update Rule



Q-Learning Update Rule



Q-Learning Algorithm



Exploration-Exploitation Tradeoff



Exploration-Exploitation Tradeoff



Exploration-Exploitation TradeOff

No Exploration:

● Begin by making random moves
● Find some way to obtain reward
● Stick with that solution



ε-Greedy Policy



Discussion: Calculate the size of the State Space 
for Pacman in the following environment  

Assume there are 100 
positions, 4 ghosts, and 
pacman

(Can ignore pellets for 
simplicity)



Discussion: Calculate the size of the State Space 
for Pacman in the following environment  

4 ghosts and Pacman

What if we consider 
pellets? Assuming there 
are 100 pellets: 



- As the state/action space increases, the likelihood of reaching a specific 
state and action decreases 

- Continuous spaces are impossible to model with a table

What are the issues with Q Learning?



Dense Rewards Sparse Rewards



Discussion: if a long sequence of actions results in just one reward, 
how do you know which states/action(s) are responsible? 

● In general, credit attribution is hard!

● Can introduce intermediate rewards 
○ E.g. distance to money
○ Not always possible!

● Hard to learn with sparse rewards

How do you learn a good policy in the 
presence of sparse rewards?



Next Time: How can we use deep learning to improve Q-Learning? 



Recap

● Markov Decision Processes (MDPs)
○ Framework for modeling decision-making in situations where outcomes are partly random and 

partly under the control of a decision maker
● Value function

○ Expected cumulative reward from state s following some policy
● Action-value (Q) function

○ Expected cumulative reward if you take action a in state s and follow some policy
● Q-Learning iteratively updates a Q-Table to minimize the Bellman Error

○ Need to balance exploration-exploitation tradeoff
○ Often use epsilon-greedy policy for exploration


